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research paper postgraduate from the year 2009 in the subject business economics marketing corporate
communication crm market research social media grade 66 out of 100 dublin business school course business
studies language english abstract this report will shed the light on betting industry specifics from services
marketing prospective with particular reference to paddy power retail bookmakers in ireland the paper will
analyse and evaluate paddy power s retail business using relevant analytical tools and data in order to provide
appropriate recommendations and to ensure report s credibility this state of the art research handbook provides
a challenging and critical examination of the complex issues surrounding sports in contemporary societies
featuring contributions from world leading scholars it focuses upon the impact of their research together with
significant social issues and controversies in sport this book undertakes a critical examination of commercial
rights to sports mega events focusing on sponsorship the exclusivity of such rights and the legal implications of
the modern mega event sponsorship model it examines ambush marketing of events and the law s treatment
of ambushing specifically in the form of sui generis event legislation in a review of 10 major jurisdictions
selected on the basis of the importance of the events they are to host in the near future or have hosted recently
and the relevant domestic legislation it critically examines the legitimacy of such commercial rights protection
by means of the use of laws in the context of accepted principles of intellectual property law competition law
and human rights law specifically it questions the legitimacy of the creation of statutory association rights to
mega events and considers potential future developments in respect of the law s treatment of mega event
commercialisation valuable for practitioners and academics in the fields of sportslaw sponsorship marketing
intellectual property law sports administrators sports governing bodies corporate sponsors of sports and other
events potential mega event host governments and law makers civil rights organisations a striking exposé of
the insidious business practices that have generated enormous profits for the companies operating within the
uk s gambling industry a methodical sensitive and occasionally harrowing polemic about the gambling
industry the book has echoes of patrick radden keefe s award winning empire of pain sunday times a serious
attempt to grapple with the extent of britain s problem the spectator persuasive financial times fascinating irish
times eye opening telegraph 716 the number of gambling logos displayed in a single premier league football
match 421 million the salary of bet365 s ceo in 2020 14 billion the annual losses incurred by british gamblers
over half of the population gambles in the uk every year how did we get here what keeps us hooked when
the odds are so heavily stacked against us and who are the real winners and losers jackpot dives deep into
gambling s seedy underbelly to answer these questions and many more from the first national lottery draw in
1569 to the wild west of today s online casinos guardian reporter rob davies follows the money to show who
profits and at what cost the legal sector is being hit by profound economic and technological changes
digitalization open data blockchain artificial intelligence forcing law firms and legal departments to become
ever more creative in order to demonstrate their added value to help lawyers meet this challenge this book
draws on the perspectives of lawyers and creative specialists to analyze the concept and life cycle of legal
innovations techniques and services whether related to legislation legal engineering legal services or legal
strategies as well as the role of law as a source of creativity and interdisciplinary collaboration this multi
volume series provides detailed histories of more than 8 500 of the most influential companies worldwide the
most complete single source collection on gambling ever assembled gives readers access to the best possible
information about one of the fastest growing industries in the world the international encyclopedia of gambling
seeks to explain the gambling phenomenon through an in depth exploration of gambling operations around the
world more than 300 entries reflect the global stretch of the industry as they examine games venues players
and other leading figures legal issues the history of gaming and the literature on the subject the work is
enhanced with a dozen contributed articles on gambling related topics including commentaries on the history
and growth of las vegas and a description of major law cases involving gambling coverage includes internet
gambling and a section incorporating reviews of more than 50 films about gambling this book is a fully up to
date comprehensive guide to the law economics and practice of uk merger control law this guide presents an
integrated legal and economic assessment of the substantive appraisal of mergers and examines in detail the
following topics the history of the enterprise act and its development from the fair trading act the various
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regulatory bodies that form the institutional structure of the uk merger control regime enterprises subject to
merger control regulation and the jurisdictional thresholds of the enterprise act the relationship of the
enterprise act with the european merger regulation public interest mergers and the role of the secretary of
state and merger remedies all recent legislative developments including the merger of the oft and the
competition commission and the enterprise and regulatory reform act 2013 as well as all relevant case since the
first edition of the magisterial text are explored the active economy incorporates several disciplines that
include sport performance sport business recreation tourism physical activity urban planning leisure and health
and wellness among others from an academic and policy perspective these disciplines are typically viewed as
distinct with only limited spillover and consequently limited research explores the interaction between them
however each individual sector can be studied as interdependent rather than autonomous by viewing the
various sectors as part of a complex active ecosystem policymakers and practitioners are better positioned to
shape broad opportunities while maximizing the community value of sports recreation and wellness
understanding the active economy and emerging research on the value of sports recreation and wellness
provides a new view on the fields of sport recreation and health and wellness by exploring the interaction
between these traditional separate disciplines it includes sub groups of the active economy such as health and
wellness active apparel and accessories active equipment and sports betting but also ties in sub groups from the
ancillary sector such as tourism design and infrastructure media and content and professional services this book
is intended for professionals educators and researchers working in the fields of sports recreation and health and
wellness as well as economists executives managers practitioners stakeholders researchers academicians and
students interested in how sports recreation and wellness operate in the active economy in agricultural price
stabilisation and trade rules irene musselli offers a fresh look at the tool box of managed trade in agricultural
commodities and develops new and refined solutions that take into account the legal role of equity and of
graduation this open access book focuses on how and why digital games and gambling are increasingly
intertwined and asks does this matter looking at how loot boxes became the poster child for the convergence of
gambling and gaming wardle traces how we got here she argues that the intersection between gambling and
gaming cultures has a long lineage one that can be traced back throughout the 20th century but also
incorporates more recent trends like the poker boom of the 1990s the development of social media gambling
products and the development of skin betting markets underpinned by changing technology which facilitated
new ways to bet trade and play the intersection between gaming and gambling cultures and products has
accelerated within the last decade and shows little signs of stopping wardle explores what this means for our
understanding of risk how gaming and gambling entities use each other for commercial advantage and
crucially explores what young people think of this before making recommendations for action gambling is a
significant global industry which is worth around 0 6 of world trade that is around us 384 billion and gambling
on the outcome of sports events is a very popular pastime for millions of people around the world who
combine a bet with watching and enjoying their favourite sports but like any other human activity sports
betting is open to corruption and improper influence from unscrupulous sports persons bookmakers and others
sports betting in the last ten years or so has developed and changed quite fundamentally with the advent of
modern technology not least the omnipresence of the internet and the rise of on line sports betting this book
covers the law and policy on sports betting in more than forty countries around the world whose economic
and social development history and culture are quite different several chapters deal with the united states of
america this book also includes a review of sports betting under european union eu law the book appears in the
asser international sports law series under the editorship of dr robert siekmann dr janwillem soek and marco
van der harst ll m this volume offers the state of the art research and developments in service science and
related research education and practice areas it showcases emerging technology and applications in fields
including healthcare information technology transportation sports logistics and public services regardless of size
and service a service organization is a service system because of the socio technical nature of a service system a
systems approach must be adopted to design develop and deliver services aimed at meeting end users both
utilitarian and socio psychological needs effective understanding of service and service systems often requires
combining multiple methods to consider how interactions of people technology organizations and information
create value under various conditions the papers in this volume highlight ways to approach such technical
challenges in service science and are based on submissions from the 2018 informs international conference on
service science the summer olympic games are renowned for producing the world s biggest single city
cultural event while the olympics and other sport mega events have received growing levels of academic
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investigation from a variety of disciplinary approaches relatively little is known about how such occasions are
experienced directly by local host communities and publics this ethnography examines the everyday policing
of the london borough of newham in relation to the london 2012 olympics it explains how police defined
monitored prioritized contained and investigated olympic related crime and how olympic related policing
connected to the policing of newham the authors examine how the threat of terrorism impacted on the
everyday policing of the 2012 olympics as well as the exaggeration of other threats to the games such as youth
gangs for political reasons the book also explores local resistance to olympic policing and the legacy of the games
with regard to policing local housing demographics and social exclusion discussing the lessons that can be
learned for the future staging of sporting mega events this book will appeal to scholars and students with
interests in sport policing crime and criminology mega events event management urban studies global studies
and sociology television is changing almost beyond recognition in the battle for consumers social media sites
smart phones and tablets have become rivals to traditional linear tv however audiences and producers are also
embracing mobile platforms to enhance tv viewing itself this book examines the emerging phenomenon of the
second screen where users are increasingly engaging with content on two screens concurrently the practice is
transforming television into an interactive participatory and social experience james blake examines interactive
television from three crucial angles audience motivation and agency advances in tv production and the
monetisation of second screen content he also tracks its evolution by bringing together interviews with more
than 25 television industry professionals across the major uk channels including commissioning editors digital
directors producers and advertising executives these reveal the successes and failures of recent experiments
and the innovations in second screen projects as the second screen becomes second nature for viewers and
producers the risks and opportunities for the future of television are slowly beginning to emerge television
and the second screen will offer students and scholars of television theory industry professionals and anyone
with an abiding interest in television and technology an accessible and illuminating guide to this important
cultural shift proceedings of the xixth congress of the international association for suicide prevention held in
adelaide australia march 23 27 1997 chronology of events from january 1 1999 december 31 1999 athletics in
drogheda 1861 2001 tells the story of how the modern sports of track field cross country and road racing made
their seperate ways to the boyneside town of drogheda in co louth it chronicles the social conditions that
initially confined such activities to a small section fo the community generally the population outside of the
upper classes could spectate but they were frozen out of participation the book explains why gradually with
changes in society and the development of organisations like the gaelic athletic association gaa the sport was
embraced by the masses in a plethora of urban and rural clubs in drogheda the sport was a major crowd pulling
activity until the 1960s ushered in a fundamental change int he western world s lifestyle the story of how
drogheda men and women became county national and international athletic stars is relayed through a
combination of events social comment and individual profiles of the more prominent characters the narrative
encompasses the start of the twenty first century three witty novels by the finest writer in the english
language of the pure classical puzzle whodunnit the sun this volume includes three books in the golden age
detective series from the mystery writers of america grand master death in a white tie a high society
homicide is the talk of the london season marsh s writing is a pleasure the seattle times overture to death in a
dorset village a snobby local busybody is silenced for good in this tale by a peerless practitioner of the slightly
surreal english village comedy mystery kirkus reviews death at the bar a famous barrister is enjoying a pint at
the pub until a dart becomes a deadly weapon in her ironic and witty hands the mystery novel can be
civilized literature the new york times
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Paddy Power Retail Betting Service Report

2009

research paper postgraduate from the year 2009 in the subject business economics marketing corporate
communication crm market research social media grade 66 out of 100 dublin business school course business
studies language english abstract this report will shed the light on betting industry specifics from services
marketing prospective with particular reference to paddy power retail bookmakers in ireland the paper will
analyse and evaluate paddy power s retail business using relevant analytical tools and data in order to provide
appropriate recommendations and to ensure report s credibility

Research Handbook on Sports and Society

2021-05-28

this state of the art research handbook provides a challenging and critical examination of the complex issues
surrounding sports in contemporary societies featuring contributions from world leading scholars it focuses
upon the impact of their research together with significant social issues and controversies in sport

Ambush Marketing & the Mega-Event Monopoly

2012-06-06

this book undertakes a critical examination of commercial rights to sports mega events focusing on sponsorship
the exclusivity of such rights and the legal implications of the modern mega event sponsorship model it
examines ambush marketing of events and the law s treatment of ambushing specifically in the form of sui
generis event legislation in a review of 10 major jurisdictions selected on the basis of the importance of the
events they are to host in the near future or have hosted recently and the relevant domestic legislation it
critically examines the legitimacy of such commercial rights protection by means of the use of laws in the
context of accepted principles of intellectual property law competition law and human rights law specifically it
questions the legitimacy of the creation of statutory association rights to mega events and considers potential
future developments in respect of the law s treatment of mega event commercialisation valuable for
practitioners and academics in the fields of sportslaw sponsorship marketing intellectual property law sports
administrators sports governing bodies corporate sponsors of sports and other events potential mega event host
governments and law makers civil rights organisations

Jackpot

2022-02-15

a striking exposé of the insidious business practices that have generated enormous profits for the companies
operating within the uk s gambling industry a methodical sensitive and occasionally harrowing polemic about
the gambling industry the book has echoes of patrick radden keefe s award winning empire of pain sunday
times a serious attempt to grapple with the extent of britain s problem the spectator persuasive financial times
fascinating irish times eye opening telegraph 716 the number of gambling logos displayed in a single premier
league football match 421 million the salary of bet365 s ceo in 2020 14 billion the annual losses incurred by
british gamblers over half of the population gambles in the uk every year how did we get here what keeps us
hooked when the odds are so heavily stacked against us and who are the real winners and losers jackpot dives
deep into gambling s seedy underbelly to answer these questions and many more from the first national
lottery draw in 1569 to the wild west of today s online casinos guardian reporter rob davies follows the money
to show who profits and at what cost
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Mapping Legal Innovation

2021-03-01

the legal sector is being hit by profound economic and technological changes digitalization open data blockchain
artificial intelligence forcing law firms and legal departments to become ever more creative in order to
demonstrate their added value to help lawyers meet this challenge this book draws on the perspectives of
lawyers and creative specialists to analyze the concept and life cycle of legal innovations techniques and
services whether related to legislation legal engineering legal services or legal strategies as well as the role of
law as a source of creativity and interdisciplinary collaboration

International Directory of Company Histories

2008-11

this multi volume series provides detailed histories of more than 8 500 of the most influential companies
worldwide

The International Encyclopedia of Gambling [2 volumes]

2009-12-23

the most complete single source collection on gambling ever assembled gives readers access to the best possible
information about one of the fastest growing industries in the world the international encyclopedia of gambling
seeks to explain the gambling phenomenon through an in depth exploration of gambling operations around the
world more than 300 entries reflect the global stretch of the industry as they examine games venues players
and other leading figures legal issues the history of gaming and the literature on the subject the work is
enhanced with a dozen contributed articles on gambling related topics including commentaries on the history
and growth of las vegas and a description of major law cases involving gambling coverage includes internet
gambling and a section incorporating reviews of more than 50 films about gambling

The Indian Law Reports

1975

this book is a fully up to date comprehensive guide to the law economics and practice of uk merger control law
this guide presents an integrated legal and economic assessment of the substantive appraisal of mergers and
examines in detail the following topics the history of the enterprise act and its development from the fair
trading act the various regulatory bodies that form the institutional structure of the uk merger control regime
enterprises subject to merger control regulation and the jurisdictional thresholds of the enterprise act the
relationship of the enterprise act with the european merger regulation public interest mergers and the role of
the secretary of state and merger remedies all recent legislative developments including the merger of the oft
and the competition commission and the enterprise and regulatory reform act 2013 as well as all relevant case
since the first edition of the magisterial text are explored

UK Merger Control

2016-09-22

the active economy incorporates several disciplines that include sport performance sport business recreation
tourism physical activity urban planning leisure and health and wellness among others from an academic and
policy perspective these disciplines are typically viewed as distinct with only limited spillover and
consequently limited research explores the interaction between them however each individual sector can be
studied as interdependent rather than autonomous by viewing the various sectors as part of a complex active
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ecosystem policymakers and practitioners are better positioned to shape broad opportunities while maximizing
the community value of sports recreation and wellness understanding the active economy and emerging
research on the value of sports recreation and wellness provides a new view on the fields of sport recreation
and health and wellness by exploring the interaction between these traditional separate disciplines it includes
sub groups of the active economy such as health and wellness active apparel and accessories active equipment
and sports betting but also ties in sub groups from the ancillary sector such as tourism design and infrastructure
media and content and professional services this book is intended for professionals educators and researchers
working in the fields of sports recreation and health and wellness as well as economists executives managers
practitioners stakeholders researchers academicians and students interested in how sports recreation and
wellness operate in the active economy

Understanding the Active Economy and Emerging Research on the
Value of Sports, Recreation, and Wellness

2021-06-04

in agricultural price stabilisation and trade rules irene musselli offers a fresh look at the tool box of managed
trade in agricultural commodities and develops new and refined solutions that take into account the legal role
of equity and of graduation

Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports

1985

this open access book focuses on how and why digital games and gambling are increasingly intertwined and
asks does this matter looking at how loot boxes became the poster child for the convergence of gambling and
gaming wardle traces how we got here she argues that the intersection between gambling and gaming
cultures has a long lineage one that can be traced back throughout the 20th century but also incorporates more
recent trends like the poker boom of the 1990s the development of social media gambling products and the
development of skin betting markets underpinned by changing technology which facilitated new ways to bet
trade and play the intersection between gaming and gambling cultures and products has accelerated within
the last decade and shows little signs of stopping wardle explores what this means for our understanding of risk
how gaming and gambling entities use each other for commercial advantage and crucially explores what
young people think of this before making recommendations for action

Marketing

2008

gambling is a significant global industry which is worth around 0 6 of world trade that is around us 384 billion
and gambling on the outcome of sports events is a very popular pastime for millions of people around the
world who combine a bet with watching and enjoying their favourite sports but like any other human
activity sports betting is open to corruption and improper influence from unscrupulous sports persons
bookmakers and others sports betting in the last ten years or so has developed and changed quite
fundamentally with the advent of modern technology not least the omnipresence of the internet and the rise
of on line sports betting this book covers the law and policy on sports betting in more than forty countries
around the world whose economic and social development history and culture are quite different several
chapters deal with the united states of america this book also includes a review of sports betting under
european union eu law the book appears in the asser international sports law series under the editorship of dr
robert siekmann dr janwillem soek and marco van der harst ll m
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Mergent International News Reports

2008-05

this volume offers the state of the art research and developments in service science and related research
education and practice areas it showcases emerging technology and applications in fields including healthcare
information technology transportation sports logistics and public services regardless of size and service a service
organization is a service system because of the socio technical nature of a service system a systems approach
must be adopted to design develop and deliver services aimed at meeting end users both utilitarian and socio
psychological needs effective understanding of service and service systems often requires combining multiple
methods to consider how interactions of people technology organizations and information create value under
various conditions the papers in this volume highlight ways to approach such technical challenges in service
science and are based on submissions from the 2018 informs international conference on service science

Agriculture, Price Stabilisation and Trade Rules

2017-07-31

the summer olympic games are renowned for producing the world s biggest single city cultural event while
the olympics and other sport mega events have received growing levels of academic investigation from a
variety of disciplinary approaches relatively little is known about how such occasions are experienced directly
by local host communities and publics this ethnography examines the everyday policing of the london borough
of newham in relation to the london 2012 olympics it explains how police defined monitored prioritized
contained and investigated olympic related crime and how olympic related policing connected to the policing
of newham the authors examine how the threat of terrorism impacted on the everyday policing of the 2012
olympics as well as the exaggeration of other threats to the games such as youth gangs for political reasons the
book also explores local resistance to olympic policing and the legacy of the games with regard to policing local
housing demographics and social exclusion discussing the lessons that can be learned for the future staging of
sporting mega events this book will appeal to scholars and students with interests in sport policing crime and
criminology mega events event management urban studies global studies and sociology

Games Without Frontiers?

2021-07-16

television is changing almost beyond recognition in the battle for consumers social media sites smart phones
and tablets have become rivals to traditional linear tv however audiences and producers are also embracing
mobile platforms to enhance tv viewing itself this book examines the emerging phenomenon of the second
screen where users are increasingly engaging with content on two screens concurrently the practice is
transforming television into an interactive participatory and social experience james blake examines interactive
television from three crucial angles audience motivation and agency advances in tv production and the
monetisation of second screen content he also tracks its evolution by bringing together interviews with more
than 25 television industry professionals across the major uk channels including commissioning editors digital
directors producers and advertising executives these reveal the successes and failures of recent experiments
and the innovations in second screen projects as the second screen becomes second nature for viewers and
producers the risks and opportunities for the future of television are slowly beginning to emerge television
and the second screen will offer students and scholars of television theory industry professionals and anyone
with an abiding interest in television and technology an accessible and illuminating guide to this important
cultural shift

Sports Betting: Law and Policy

2011-10-28
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proceedings of the xixth congress of the international association for suicide prevention held in adelaide
australia march 23 27 1997

The Allahabad Farmer

1968

chronology of events from january 1 1999 december 31 1999

Farm Power and Water Use in the Dry Zone: without special title

1982

athletics in drogheda 1861 2001 tells the story of how the modern sports of track field cross country and road
racing made their seperate ways to the boyneside town of drogheda in co louth it chronicles the social
conditions that initially confined such activities to a small section fo the community generally the population
outside of the upper classes could spectate but they were frozen out of participation the book explains why
gradually with changes in society and the development of organisations like the gaelic athletic association gaa
the sport was embraced by the masses in a plethora of urban and rural clubs in drogheda the sport was a major
crowd pulling activity until the 1960s ushered in a fundamental change int he western world s lifestyle the
story of how drogheda men and women became county national and international athletic stars is relayed
through a combination of events social comment and individual profiles of the more prominent characters the
narrative encompasses the start of the twenty first century

ERDA Energy Research Abstracts

1977

three witty novels by the finest writer in the english language of the pure classical puzzle whodunnit the sun
this volume includes three books in the golden age detective series from the mystery writers of america grand
master death in a white tie a high society homicide is the talk of the london season marsh s writing is a
pleasure the seattle times overture to death in a dorset village a snobby local busybody is silenced for good in
this tale by a peerless practitioner of the slightly surreal english village comedy mystery kirkus reviews death
at the bar a famous barrister is enjoying a pint at the pub until a dart becomes a deadly weapon in her ironic
and witty hands the mystery novel can be civilized literature the new york times

Advances in Service Science

2018-12-28

Policing the 2012 London Olympics

2016-06-17

Community Report

1977

Television and the Second Screen

2016-11-10
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Suicide Prevention

2007-05-08

The Field Day Anthology of Irish Writing

1991

Hearings, Reports and Prints of the Senate Committee on Government
Operations

1967

Annual Report

1940

Hearings, Reports and Prints of the Senate Committee on Public Works

1975

Hearings, Reports and Prints of the Joint Economic Committee

1978

The Guardian Index

2003

Punjab 2000

2001

Report

1969

Daily Consular and Trade Reports

1915

The Waterlow Stock Exchange Yearbook

2008
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Administration Reports

1954

Ceylon Administration Reports

1919

Athletics in Drogheda 1861-2001

2003

Annual Report

1981

Government Reports Announcements & Index

1976

The Roderick Alleyn Mysteries Volume 3

2021-12-14
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